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Abstract A timeline of the life and work of Lagrange.
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1 1736

25 January: born in Turin, at no. 29 of what is today Via

Lagrange, firstborn of eleven children. His father, Giuseppe

Francesco Lodovico, a doctor in jurisprudence from the

University of Turin, is treasurer of the Reale Intendenza

delle Fabbriche e Fortificazioni; his mother, Teresa Gros, is

the only daughter of a wealthy physician of Cambiano

(Piedmont). In the birth registry, his name is given as

Giuseppe Lodovico Lagrangia; in letters he generally

signed his name De La Grange. In his early years he was

educated privately.

2 1750

Enrolls in the University of Turin, where he devotes him-

self to the study of law. In the meantime he begins to

frequent the university library to further his preferred

studies in mathematics. He reads works by Wolf, Newton,

Agnesi, d’Alembert and Euler. He attends the lessons in

physics given by Giambattista Beccaria and those in

mathematics by Filippo Antonio Revelli.

3 1754

13 July: writes to Giulio Carlo da Fagnano, a mathemati-

cian from Pesaro, a letter in which he develops the analogy

between the binomial formula and higher-order differen-

tials of the product of two functions.

23 July: publishes his first work, the Lettera di Luigi de La

Grange Tournier torinese all’illustrissimo signor conte

Giulio Carlo da Fagnano.

Reads Euler’s Methodus inveniendi (1744), the first attempt

at a systematic treatment of variational problems.

4 1755

12 August: writes to Euler of his own analytical methods

for solving variational problems, which would later be

known as the calculus of variations.

6 September: Euler replies, warmly praising his method.

26 September: is named assistant for the course in mathe-

matics at the Royal School of Artillery in Turin.

5 1756

5 October: is elected a corresponding member of the Royal

Academy of Sciences and Letters of Berlin.

6 1757

Together with the chemist G. A. Saluzzo di Monesiglio and

the physician G. F. Cigna, he founds a ‘‘Private Society’’

with the aim of promoting research in the fields of the

mathematical and natural sciences.
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7 1758

First epistolary contact with d’Alembert.

8 1759

Publication of the first volume of the Miscellanea philo-

sophico-mathematica societatis privatae Taurinensis, con-

taining three memoirs by Lagrange, including the

‘‘Recherches sur la nature et la propagation du son’’ in which

he takes a position in the dispute about vibrating strings.

9 1762

Publication of the second volume of the Miscellanea

(1760–1761). This contains the ‘‘Essai d’une nouvelle

méthode pour déterminer les maxima et les minima des

formules intégrales indéfinies’’, where he expounds his

own calculus of variations, and the ‘‘Application de la

méthode précédente à la solution de différents Problèmes

de Dynamique’’, in which he generalizes the principle of

least action of Maupertuis and Euler.

10 1763

November: leaves Turin for the first time for a trip through

Europe. He was supposed to arrive to London, but was

obliged to interrupt his travels because of illness. His stay

in Paris is rich in meetings and experiences: among others,

he meets the mathematicians Clauraut, d’Alembert, Fon-

taine and Condorcet, and sees again the physicist Nollet,

who he had met previously in Turin.

11 1764

May: returns to Turin after stopping briefly in Ferney to

meet Voltaire.

He is awarded the prize of the Paris Academy of Sci-

ences for his ‘‘Recherches sur la libration de la Lune’’

(published in 1777). Over the course of his career,

Lagrange would win this prize five times.

12 1766

In the ‘‘Recherches sur les inégalités des satellites de

Jupiter causées par leur attraction mutuelle’’, he examines

the n-body problem.

In Berlin, Euler leaves his position as director of the

Class of Mathematics of the Academy and returns to St.

Petersburg. D’Alembert takes advantage of the situation to

recommend Lagrange to the king of Prussia, Frederick II.

21 August: leaves Turin for Berlin, passing through Paris

(where he again meets d’Alembert), London and Hamburg.

He arrives in Berlin on 27 October.

6 November: is installed in the Berlin Academy of Sciences

as director of the Class of Mathematics.

13 1767

September: marries his cousin Vittoria Conti (1747–1783).

14 1770

Publishes in the Proceedings of the Berlin Academy the

‘‘Réflexions sur la résolution algébrique des équations’’,

which mark the beginning of modern studies on the reso-

lution of algebraic equations.

15 1772

20 May: is elected foreign member of the Paris Academy of

Sciences.

16 1783

4 August: death of his wife.

18 September: death of Euler.

29 October: death of D’Alembert.

17 1786

Following the death of Frederick II (17 August), some

changes made at the Academy induce Lagrange to fear for

his future in Berlin. Count Mirabeau, on a diplomatic

mission to Berlin, convinces him to move to Paris.

18 1787

18 May: leaves Berlin.

13 June: first time that Lagrange’s presence is recorded at

the Paris Academy of Sciences.

29 July: becomes a pensionnaire vétéran of the Academy, a

title that permits him to take part in all votes.
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19 1788

12 January: is nominated director of the Paris Academy for

1788.

5 April: presents to the Academy a copy of the Méchanique

analitique, just published in Paris but written during his

Berlin period.

20 1789

4 July: is part of a delegation to congratulate the astrono-

mer Bailly for his role as president of the National

Assembly.

21 1790

27 October: together with Laplace, Borda, Condorcet and

Tillet, is called to be part of of the Commission on Weights

and Measures.

22 1791

November: is nominated a member of the Bureau de

Consultation des arts et des métiers.

23 1792

March: for some months is one of three administrateurs de

la Monnaie.

31 May: marries Renée-Françoise-Adélaide Le Monnier

(1767–1833), daughter of the astronomer Pierre Charles

and niece of Guillaume, protomedicus to the king.

24 1793

8 August: the Convention orders the suppression of all

academies, and in particular of the Academy of Sciences.

Lagrange thus loses his annuity.

6 September: the Convention orders the arrest of all citizens

of countries at war with France. An exception is made for

Lagrange thanks to his skill in ballistic calculations.

25 1794

17 January: together with Berthollet, is named a member

of the Commission for Public Education.

9 November: is named professor at the École Normale.

26 1795

24 May: holds his first lesson at the École centrale des

Travaux publics (which would later become the École

Polytechnique).

Publishes the Cinq leçons données à l’Ecole normale de

l’an III, regarding questions of elementary mathematics.

25 June: is named, with Laplace, a member of the Bureau

des longitudes (which takes the place of the suppressed

Observatory).

27 December: is elected president of the Class of Mathe-

matical and Physical Sciences of the National Institute of

Sciences and Arts (which substitutes the former Academy

of Sciences).

27 1797

Publishes the Théorie des fonctions analytiques, based on

his lessons at the École Centrale des Travaux Publiques, in

which he sets forth his own view of the foundations of

infinitesimal calculus.

28 1798

Publishes the treatise De la résolution des équations num-

ériques de tous les degrés, a reprint of two memoirs from

the Berlin period, augmented with notes and comments.

December: in Turin, on Talleyrand’s orders, the govern-

ment representative M. A. Eymar and various local

authorities pay a formal visit to Lagrange’s aged father to

reassure him of the new government’s keen interest in his

family.

24 December: is named senator at the behest of Napoleon.

29 1801

Publishes the Leçons sur le calcul des fonctions, a com-

plement to the Théorie des fonctions analytiques.

30 1803

2 October: together with Berthollet, Laplace and Monge, is

named a member of the Legion of Honor.

31 1804

14 June: is promoted to the rank of Grand Official of the

Legion of Honor.
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32 1805

2 September: is a speaker of the commission that proposes

a return to the Gregorian calendar.

33 1808

24 April: is named a Count of the Empire.

34 1811

Publishes the first volume of the second edition of his

treatise on analytical mechanics, which is now entitled

Mécanique analytique.

35 1813

3 April: is conferred to the Imperial Order of the Reunion.

8 April: Monge, Lacépède (president of the Senate) and

Chaptal pay him a visit and hear his final reflections.

10 April: dies in his Paris home, in Rue du Faubourg Saint-

Honoré. He is interred in the Panthéon.

36 1815

The second volume of the Mécanique analytique is pub-

lished posthumously.

(Translated from the Italian by Kim Williams)
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